Evaluation of the High-Field Orbitrap Fusion for Compound Annotation in Metabolomics.
Annotation of signals of interest represents a key point in mass spectrometry-based metabolomics studies. The first level of investigation is the elemental composition, which can be deduced from accurately measured masses and isotope patterns. However, accuracy of these two parameters remains to be evaluated on last generation mass spectrometers to determine the level of confidence that can be used during the annotation process. In this context, we evaluated the performance of the Orbitrap Fusion mass spectrometer for the first time and demonstrated huge potential for metabolite annotation via elemental composition determination. This work was performed using a set of 50 standard compounds analyzed under LC/MS conditions in solvent and biological media. Accurate control of the number of trapped ions proved mandatory to avoid space charge effects, ensure sub-ppm mass accuracy (using external calibration), and reliable measurement of isotopic patterns at 500,000 resolution. On the basis of the results, we propose standard optimized experimental conditions for performing robust and accurate untargeted metabolomics on the Orbitrap Fusion at high mass measurement and mass spectral accuracy.